Our Philosophy

Our long-lasting experience in the engineering and construction of industrial equipment and installations, enables us to deliver turnkey projects, developed according to the particular needs and specifications of our clients. Our projects integrate both mechanical and electrical equipment, depending on the requirements of each particular installation.
Different Industry Sectors

- **Storage**
- **Conveying**
- **Mixing**
- **Screening**
- **Dosing**
- **Dedusting**

Coffee & Sugar

Flour, Wheat & Corn

Chocolate & Biscuit
Silos & Storage Tanks are integrated storage systems that we construct according to the most stringent hygiene and safety regulations. The VRAYKOS company Manufacturers in Greece construct storage units that are suitable for storing powder or granular raw materials, or even liquids.
The design of mechanical & pneumatic conveying systems is mainly based on the conveyed material properties and the investment cost involved, depending on:

1. The industrial space characteristics
2. The length of travel
3. The capacity
The well-engineered **industrial batching systems** that VRAYKOS Company constructs guarantee quick and uniform blending, by using paddle or screw mixers with either single or double shaft, therefore contributing to the excellent quality of your products.
VRAYKOS ensures high efficiency & unobstructed operation, incorporating automated powder screening systems that are appropriately engineered and constructed for each specific stage of the production process:

- Vibration screeners
- Centrifugal sieves
- Plansifters
Weighing and dosing is the core of a production unit. Reliable weighing with proper load cells and recording of recipes and statistics using contemporary electronic processing systems are an essential requirement in every modern industry.
VRAYKOS Bulk Materials Handling Company constructs high performance industrial aspiration, dusting and air partitioning systems. Performing detailed analysis of the relevant data, our dust extraction and separation systems are engineered in order to meet the specific needs of each industrial installation.
Coating Machines

Upgrading a product can easily be achieved by coating it with many different components (e.g. vitamins, fats, perfumed powder, perfumed oils, enzymes, etc.) This procedure is being implemented by a rotating Coating Drum or Pelleting Pan. Coating Machines are particularly useful in Snacks Industry, Feed Industry and Seed Coating.
The high quality of VRAYKOS stainless steel pipe networks ensures problem free operation for many productive years. For keeping controlled conditions to the product that concern temperature and stir, VRAYKOS specialise in stainless steel storage tanks that ensure the quality of the stored product. Tank capacity sizes are from 4 to 15 tonnes.
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